
We have specialist solicitors for 
each area of law in which you might 
require assistance including:

• Car Accident Injury Claims

• Commercial Litigation

• Criminal Law

• Employment Law (Unfair Dismissal & 
Underpayment Claims)

• Equal Opportunity / Discrimination Claims

• Estate Disputes & Inheritance Claims

• Family Law

• Migration Law

• Personal Injury / Public Liability Claims

• Probate & Letters of Administration

• Traffic Charges

• Victims of Crime Claims

• Wills / Powers of Attorney & Advance Care 
Directives

• Workers Compensation  

VICTIMS OF CRIME CLAIMS

Respect
We work for you and acknowledge that as our 
client you deserve our attention and respect at 
all times.

Quality Service
We listen to your needs and ensure that you are 
fully informed and properly advised at all key 
stages.

Professionalism
We have the experience, competence and skill 
necessary to provide the legal service you need.

Knowledge
Through continuous and ongoing research and 
training we are up to date on all aspects of our 
areas of speciality.  

Honesty & Integrity
At all times we will be open and honest and 
follow through on our commitments to you.

Best Outcomes
We work hard to achieve the best outcome for 
you in the circumstances of your case.

Established in South Australia, our professional, friendly 
and supportive team is committed to providing you with the 
highest standards of service.

Our goal is to relieve the stress of your situation by providing 
sound advice and professional legal assistance.

To this end our Service Charter is based on six fundamental 
principles: 

We look after our clients and build a 
relationship of trust so that they are confident 
to come back whenever they need a lawyer.

ABN 89 836 360 773

work for you.

ADELAIDE:
253 - 257 Sturt Street, Adelaide SA 5000

Telephone (08) 8231 1363  Facsimile (08)  8231 5529
NORTH EAST:

1261 North East Road, Ridgehaven SA 5097
Telephone (08) 8395 8000  Facsimile (08) 8395 8222
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www.websterslawyers.com.au
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Entitlement to Claim
The Victims of Crime Act 
2001 (“the Act”) compensates 
people who have sustained 
personal injury as the result of 
the criminal actions of another. 
This compensation is paid by 
the Government out of the 
Victims of Crime Fund. The 
scheme is administered by the 
Crown Solicitor’s Office 
(“The Crown”).

To claim compensation you must be able to prove that:

• An offence occurred; and

• That offence caused you to suffer physical or 
psychological injury.

Proving the Offence 
Compensation is only available if an offence can be 
proven beyond a reasonable doubt.  

The Crown will seek information in the possession of 
SA Police in relation to the offence and based on that 
information they will determine whether they are 
willing to give consideration to your claim.  

You do not always need to know the identity of 
the offender to prove an offence, provided there is 
sufficient evidence to prove the offence occurred.

In certain circumstances an offence may be provable 
but due to the conduct of the victim in failing to assist 
police with their investigation or in  prosecution 
of an offender the 
Crown will decline 
to accept a claim.  
That is why is of the 
utmost importance 
that a victim take all 
reasonable steps to 
assist police at each 
stage of the criminal 
process.

Substantiating Your Injuries
An injury must be proven on the balance of probabilities to be 
a result of the offence.  In order to substantiate your injuries, 
you will usually need to obtain medical reports or medical 
notes from your general practitioner (and hospital if you 
attended).  

Based on the information provided by SA Police, if the Crown 
is satisfied an offence has occurred then in most cases they will 
fund the cost of a report from your general practitioner (or 
dentist depending on the nature of the injuries).  

In some cases specialists in certain areas, which include 
mental health and orthopaedics, may be asked to provide a 
medical report however this usually requires the Crown’s pre-
approval before requesting the report.

What Can Be Claimed
Under the Act, the maximum amount of compensation that 
can be awarded to a victim is $50,000.00.  As part of your 
claim, you may be entitled to compensation for any of the 
following:

• Non-Financial Loss

Commonly referred to as a claim for ‘Pain and Suffering’ this 
can be the result of loss of amenity of life, loss of expectation 
of life or disfigurement.  In other words the long-term effects 
the injury has had or will have on your life and all the ways in 
which it will prevent you from returning to your previous way 
of life.

This is assessed on a scale that runs from 0 to 50.  One point 
on that scale is equivalent to $1,000, meaning the maximum 
amount payable for the worst possible injury or disfigurement 
sustainable is $50,000.  To be compensated for pain and 
suffering the injuries must be assessed as being greater than 
2 points on the scale, otherwise no award will be made.
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• Financial Losses

If you have had time off work as a result of the injury 
you may be able to claim for the earnings lost as a 
result.  This can include time off work during which 
leave entitlements are used.  In some circumstances a 
claim can be made for a reduced ability to earn in the 
future that resulted from the injury.

Where financial losses exceed $2,000, the amount 
awarded (subject to the maximum of $50,000) would be 
$2,000 plus three quarters of the excess.

• Past & Future Treatment Costs

Provided they have been 
reasonably occurred, 
expenses such as 
hospital, ambulance, 
medical, physiotherapy, 
pharmaceutical, 
rehabilitation, and other 
costs may be claimed.

Where the amount 
arrived at to compensate 
for financial loss, or the 
aggregate of amounts arrived at to compensate for 
financial and non-financial loss, would exceed $50,000, 
the amount awarded will be $50,000.  This does not 
apply to applications for compensation for grief or 
funeral expenses in which the maximum amounts 
claimable are significantly less. 

What Can’t Be Claimed
The Victims of Crime Fund is sometimes known as a 
fund of last-resort.  What that means is that a victim 
should exhaust all other avenues of compensation first, 
and that compensation awarded elsewhere cannot also 
be claimed under the Act.

For example, medical expenses that are recoverable 
from Medicare or a private health fund cannot be 
claimed.  Injuries arising out of the use of a motor 
vehicle accident also cannot be claimed through 
the Victims of Crime Fund.  Also, any claim that a 

victim may have can be reduced if they have received 
compensation under another statutory scheme such as 
Workers Compensation.

Compensation is not available for property damage.

Our Services
Websters Lawyers can assist you with the preparation 
and lodgement of your claim.  As part of that process we 
assist in gathering the evidence to support your injuries, 
monitor the legal proceedings against any offenders, and 
liaise with the Crown on your behalf.

More often than not the Crown will pay the solicitor’s fees 
for representing the victim in their claim, as well as their 
disbursements incurred obtaining things like medical 
reports or hospital notes.  These monies are paid in 
addition to any compensation and are not deducted from 
that amount.

In some cases we can even help a victim secure an interim 
payment of compensation to help tide them over until the 
finalisation of their matter. 

In some cases a victim of crime may not be able to 
prove their offence or meet the criteria of a victim 
under the Act, but they may still qualify for other 
awards of compensation.  An 
experienced Injury Lawyer at 
Webster’s Lawyers can assist 
you to investigate all avenues 
of compensation.
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